
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEMINAR SERIES 

AUTUMN TERM 2019 

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE OUR RESEARCH SEMINAR SERIES FOR AUTUMN 2019. 

THESE SEMINARS ARE FREE TO ATTEND AND OPEN TO SCIENCE MUSEUM STAFF, STUDENTS, 

MUSEUM PROFESSIONALS AND ACADEMICS WITH A RESEARCH INTEREST IN THE HISTORY OF 

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, MEDICINE AND MUSEUMS AS WELL AS MATERIAL AND VISUAL 

CULTURE MORE BROADLY.  

RUNNING ON TUESDAYS FROM 15 OCTOBER–10 DECEMBER 2019 AT THE DANA RESEARCH 

CENTRE & LIBRARY, 165 QUEEN’S GATE, SW7 5HD 

FEEL FREE TO BRING A PACKED LUNCH TO EAT DURING THE SEMINAR.  

 

TUESDAY 15 OCTOBER 2019 

Graeme Gooday (Graeme Gooday (Graeme Gooday (Graeme Gooday (University of University of University of University of Leeds)Leeds)Leeds)Leeds)    ----    ‘‘‘‘Gender in Gender in Gender in Gender in EEEEnergy nergy nergy nergy EEEEngineering: ngineering: ngineering: ngineering: TTTThe contrasting he contrasting he contrasting he contrasting 
cases of the Women’s Engineering Society and the Electrical Association for Womencases of the Women’s Engineering Society and the Electrical Association for Womencases of the Women’s Engineering Society and the Electrical Association for Womencases of the Women’s Engineering Society and the Electrical Association for Women’’’’    

Much literature on the early history of electrical supply presumes women primarily to have 
acted as consumers. Examining the Women’s Engineering Society (WES) founded in 1919 
and its offshoot the Electrical Association for Women (EAW) active 1924-1986, however, 

reveals contrasting counter-examples. A key figure in both enterprises was Caroline 
Haslett DBE (1895-1957) as first Secretary of WES and first Director of the EAW. Diverging 
from ‘deficit’ accounts of the educational origins of the EAW, I argue instead that the EAW 
had a two-fold rationale: it fostered a new skilled sub-profession of WES members as 

technical lecturers on electrical energy supply at a time when opportunities for women in 
professional engineering were very limited. Second, the EAW campaigned on behalf of 
electricity suppliers to overcome distrustful householders’ reluctance to adopt the new 
utility. Rethinking the EAW in these terms enables us to understand Haslett’s co-editing of 

the multi-authored and multi-edition Electrical Handbook for Women (1934 1st edition) 
which itself reveals the complexity of shifting gender roles in the early electrical energy 
industry.      

Graeme Gooday is Professor of History of Science & Technology at the University of Leeds 
and has written or co-authored monographs on the history of measurement, 

electrification, patenting and hearing loss. 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

TUESDAY 29 OCTOBER 2019 

Pandora SyperekPandora SyperekPandora SyperekPandora Syperek    (Independent)(Independent)(Independent)(Independent)    and and and and Sarah Wade Sarah Wade Sarah Wade Sarah Wade (S(S(S(Science Museumcience Museumcience Museumcience Museum))))    ––––    ‘‘‘‘Curating the Curating the Curating the Curating the 
Sea: Ocean Ecology in Sea: Ocean Ecology in Sea: Ocean Ecology in Sea: Ocean Ecology in Recent Recent Recent Recent ExhibitionsExhibitionsExhibitionsExhibitions    of Art & Natural Historyof Art & Natural Historyof Art & Natural Historyof Art & Natural History’’’’    

Over the past decade a wave of ocean-themed exhibitions has swelled in international and 

interdisciplinary contexts. Ranging from large-scale permanent displays in national 
museums to transient exhibitions of contemporary art, this surge of curatorial activity 
corresponds to rising public and scientific knowledge about the ecological devastation of 
the world’s oceans. Curating the Sea examines this recent field of oceanic exhibition 

making and its heritage. Surfacing alongside sea-related scholarship in the Blue 
Humanities, it investigates how curatorial practice can uniquely contribute to 
understanding the complex relationships between marine wildlife, ocean ecosystems and 
human activity at this time of environmental crisis. It charts and critically reflects on the 

recent exhibitionary turn to the sea, examining various ways art and science are brought 
together to address ocean ecology. In this talk Pandora and Sarah introduce the project 
and discuss their research in relation to case studies at London’s Natural History Museum 
and the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco respectively. 

 
Pandora Syperek and Sarah Wade are co-founders of the Curating the Sea research 
project. Pandora is an art historian working on her monograph Jewels of the Natural 
History Museum: Gender, Display and the Nonhuman, 1851-1901. Sarah is Research 

Manager at the Science Museum and an art historian researching artistic and curatorial 
strategies for representing species loss and exhibiting extinction. 
 
 

TUESDAY 12 NOVEMBER 2019 

Johanne Bruun (Johanne Bruun (Johanne Bruun (Johanne Bruun (University of University of University of University of Cambridge)Cambridge)Cambridge)Cambridge)    ----    ‘Aircraft and pencraft’: between tradition ‘Aircraft and pencraft’: between tradition ‘Aircraft and pencraft’: between tradition ‘Aircraft and pencraft’: between tradition 

and modernity in varsity exploration in the Arand modernity in varsity exploration in the Arand modernity in varsity exploration in the Arand modernity in varsity exploration in the Arcticcticcticctic’’’’     

This paper examines a culture of undergraduate Arctic exploration that emerged from 

Oxford University in the years following the First World War. In particular, it hones in on the 
aerial work of the 1924 Oxford University Arctic Expedition to Svalbard organised by and 
for undergraduate explorers. For undergraduate explorers, many of whom had narrowly 
missed military service, polar travel was a rite of passage with marked social benefits. The 

varsity exploration culture relied on visions of the Arctic as blank spaces, ripe for 
masculinist conquest, and placed feats of travel and character building above scientific 
goals. This, however, rested on a notion of geographical exploration which, by 1924, 
looked increasingly archaic. The paper unpacks the material practices and narrative 

strategies surrounding the aerial work of the 1924 Expedition to examine the role of 
modern aviation technology in negotiating the tension between adventurous travel and a 
professionalised geography. Focusing on the university explorers’ engagements with 
material ruins of past expeditions, the labour dedicated to bringing aerial technology to 

the north, and their iterations of the vertical reciprocity between ground and air, the 
paper draws out how the aircraft was configured both as an instrument for dispassionate 
observation and as a legitimate vessel for passionate exploration. This, in turn, is 
positioned in relation to the emergent character of the varsity explorer.  



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Johanne Bruun is Postdoctoral Research Associate at the Scott Polar Research Institute at 
University of Cambridge. 

    

TUESDAY 26 NOVEMBER 2019 

Richard Dunn (Science Museum)Richard Dunn (Science Museum)Richard Dunn (Science Museum)Richard Dunn (Science Museum)    ––––    ‘‘‘‘Storehouses of Disappointment, or, Why Collect Storehouses of Disappointment, or, Why Collect Storehouses of Disappointment, or, Why Collect Storehouses of Disappointment, or, Why Collect 
Failure?Failure?Failure?Failure?’’’’    
    
Museums of science and technology often seek to present stories of progress told 

through spectacular examples of innovation and success. As many authors have pointed 
out, however, their collections often contain surprising numbers of objects that might at 
best be called partial successes, more often simply failures. This talk will look at two 
museums created in the mid-nineteenth century – the Museum of the Admiralty Compass 

Observatory and the Patent Museum in South Kensington – and at the uses to which failed 
inventions might be put. It will explore the ways in which such archives of invention might 
have been used; for instance, as repositories of ideas against which claims of originality 
and efficacy might be tested. In doing so, it will consider some of the ways in which the 

preservation of failure can prove practical and instructive.    

Richard Dunn is Keeper of Technologies and Engineering at the Science Museum, London. 

    

TUESDAY 10 DECEMBER 2019 

Rebekah Higgitt (Rebekah Higgitt (Rebekah Higgitt (Rebekah Higgitt (University of University of University of University of Kent)Kent)Kent)Kent)    ––––    ‘‘‘‘The Trinity House in Water Lane and The Trinity House in Water Lane and The Trinity House in Water Lane and The Trinity House in Water Lane and MMMMaritime aritime aritime aritime 
EEEExpertise in the xpertise in the xpertise in the xpertise in the LLLLong 18th ong 18th ong 18th ong 18th CCCCenturyenturyenturyentury’’’’    
    
This research is part of the Metropolitan Science project, which developed alongside the 

Science City gallery but explores several institutions not represented in the Museum’s 
collections or typically part of the history of science and technology. One such is Trinity 
House, well known for its 19th-century role as a lighthouse authority, in collaboration with 
Michael Faraday and John Tyndall, but less explored as an early modern maritime guild. 

Founded in Deptford, by the later 17th century it was located at the heart of London’s 
mercantile and naval communities, dealing with pilotage, ballast, examination of ships’ 
masters, maintenance of buoys and lights, and providing advice or adjudication. This 
paper asks what kinds of knowledge and practice were regulated, maintained and 

represented in Water Lane; what expertise Trinity House Brethren were understood to 
have; how trust was established; and how it related to other sites and change over the 
18th century.    

Rebekah Higgitt is a senior lecturer at the University of Kent and currently Principal 
Investigator on the Metropolitan Science: Places, Objects and Cultures of Practice and 
Knowledge in London, 1600-1800 research project.  

 

 


